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Model Number: Demo Trex

Mytee DEMO Trex 15in Rotary Extractor Power Wand freight included

Manufacturer: Mytee Products

 Used Mytee TRex Rotary Extractor Power Wand

    
        
             
             
              
             Optional Extended Warranties for Equipment Valued up to 7499.99 Available
Warranty
            WITH YOUR PACKAGED PURCHASE.  
            On site warranty repairs for 2 or 4 extra years!
        
    

 

Demo means: might have blemish, scratch or dent, used at a trade show, tested in
the showroom by a customer, last years model, return by shipping company or
returned by customer with shipping damage, used by factory for R&amp;D work. 
All demo units have been repaired (if needed), tested, and cleaned and come with the
full parts factory warranty.  
Limited stock so if you purchase it and we cannot fill the order because another
customer beat you to the bargain, your money will be returned. 
 All sales are final.
 
This unit is in A+ perfect condition!
*Our refurbished equipment goes through the same type of testing as all of our
products do that are ready for purchase. 
The unit is in perfect working condition when it leaves our facility and includes the
same warranty as a new machine (except labor). 

 

Mytee Products Warranty Details 
The Ultimate in total rotary extraction. 
Carbon Fiber 2" Tube for Light Weight
Six Vac Heads for Better Recovery. 
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1/2 HP  (160 RPM) 
15" Diameter Head with 6 Hi-Flow Wide-Angle Jets 
160 RPM 1/2 HP electric motor 
2" Diameter Clear Vac Swivel for Observation 
Pigtail with detachable 25&prime; lighted power cord 
Weight: Machine weight 65 lbs. + Cleaning head 18 lbs = 83 Lbs lift needed.
6&Prime; Wheels for Easy Handling 
Wrench is provided for easy hub removal 
Can be converted to 230 volt international use.

Please note that because of the high water flow use, we recommend that you
consider a truck mounted extractor or portable carpet cleaning machines that are auto
fill and auto dump.  Then because the machine is hooked to the sink, you need a
higher performance machine with at least Dual 3 Stage vacs, Triple 2 stage vacs,
quad 2 stage vacs, or dual 6.6 vacuums to run the longer hose runs.   Please do not
try to operate 14" and 15" wide wands with machines that have 5 stages or less of
vacuum.

Note:  Because this wand has 6 jets on it, most machines will experience a pressure
drop between pump standby pressure and use pressure.  Example:  Pressure gauge
might be set on 450 psi but when you squeeze the trigger on the tool, the use
pressure might fall under 225 psi.   Suction feed machines will experience a larger
pressure drop than pressure feed machines.  If you own a suction feed auto fill
extractor, you can convert it to pressure feed if you want to improve cleaning results. 
All makes and brands of portables can be converted from suction feed to pressure
feed. 
       
   

There were two parts missing according to the parts list. One was the H061 2' vac
hose x 22 and the and the other, G082A sleeve, vac relief, 2", spin.
 
Both these parts are not missing rather been removed from the box as they are no
longer included.  So far the last two customers that have purchased this wand have
both called SteamBrite and we have already confirmed this is not a packaging error. 
Your 2" truckmount or portable vacuum hose it to hook direct to the wand.  No leader
hose with vacuum relief is included or needed. 
This wand is factory recondition as new but is not new so it might have some nicks
and scratches on it.
Factory Trade show open box unit!
This wand has a full factory warranty - same as un-opened boxed unit for hundreds
less $$$! 
 

Leo Griggs Carpet Service, Oxnard California 93035:
"I have cleaned carpet for years and trex is the best power head ever, saves time,
and does a great job!"
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*Our refurbished equipment goes through the same type of testing as all of our
products do that are ready for purchase. The unit is in perfect working condition when
it leaves our facility. One year warranty on parts only &ndash; does not include labor
or shipping.

 

See all other Mytee Trex Sales, Packages, and Offerings: Click HERE 

More Power Wands HERE

    T-Rex Parts List Dec. 2013 - Present
    T-Rex Parts List Sept. 2013 - Dec. 2013
    T-Rex Head Assembly March 2013

Owners Manual

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
 E100466
MYTEE1
MYT T-REX 2
MYTREX

 

Optional

    
        
             
             Mytee A103 T-Rex Pad Driver 
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             Clean Storm Pressure Feed Auto Fill Conversion Kit (Self Install) 20130329
For carpet cleaning machines 
             
        
    

    
        
             
             
              
             Cuff AH46: 1.5in Threaded X 2.0in Slip Vacuum Hose Cuff 
            If you want to use a more flexible 1-1/2" vacuum hose leader, flare the cuff
end back to 2" to connect to the Mytee TRex with this hose cuff
        
    

    
        
             
             
              
             PMF 2 Inch Hide A Hose Swivel CUFF2SW Cuff 
            Run your extension cord inside of your vacuum hose for neater hose runs.
             
        
    

    
        
             
             
              
             Clean Storm 12-6500-AFAD Carpet Cleaning Machine 12gal 500psi Dual 6.6
Vacs, Auto Fill 20gpm Auto Dump, M5achine Only 
        
    

    
        
            
             
             
              
             Clean Storm SBM-G0-500H Set  Goliath 15gal 500psi HEATED Four 2 Stage
Vacs 14,000 BTU Heater Muffler Auto Fill, Pumper 65 ft Hose Set Wand, Carpet
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Cleaning Machine 
        
    

https://michiganmaintenance.com/t-rex $2195
https://www.janilink.com/product_info.php?products_id=15985&cPath=157  $1995
https://www.smartjan.com/myt-t-rex-2-mytee-t-rex-total-rotary-extraction-tool-15 
$2399
-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Monday 22 September, 2014
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